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Abstract
Our presentation will promote the UKCGE pathways for recognising good supervisory practice at the levels of Associate and Full. Our
story, as Graduate Research School educators, is about fostering conditions for colleagues from two contrasting institutions (regarding
their PGR communities), to write for UKCGE Recognition. We note how various Research Council funded consortia e.g., Doctoral Training
Partnerships, are currently focused on developing research subject expertise, such as Artificial Intelligence or Genetic Engineering, but
rarely if at all, do they concentrate on the quality of PhD supervisory practices which support such advances in knowledge and research
(UKCGE 2022). In response, we felt the UKCGE recognition pathways created an opportunity to work directly with supervisors, regardless
of subject discipline, to collaboratively share supervision stories across a ‘flattened hierarchy’ of academic roles and responsibilities
between our institutions. We set about coaching 18 colleagues, from experienced research professors to those new to PGR supervision,
to write for Associate and/or Full recognition. We approached this task by creating a community of learners, all sharing the common
ground of writing and reflecting, and opening opportunities to observe each other in student tutorials. Our presentation will outline some
of the barriers to writing a UKCGE Application that we encountered and point to some possible solutions for overcoming them. For
example, we expected workload and time to feature as barriers, but also discussed were issues of supervisor self-esteem, and respect for
all parties in supervision, poor communication ‘loops’ and significantly, how isolation in doctoral learning can be as draining for the
supervisor as it can be for the PhD student. This was not mentoring but rather, all sharing the vulnerability of taking a fresh and
sometimes critical look at personal practice, while supporting their applications to UKCGE to improve the quality of learning experience in
the doctoral education they provide.



1. Accessibility of the UKCGE Research Supervision Programme for Associate and Full.

2. Our efforts to support colleagues to get started with doctoral supervision, and/or 

develop their practice and develop their support networks (CPD). Happy to share…

3. Our actions to promote core values in supervision development for colleagues and 

navigate/understand challenges/barriers to writing for UKCGE Recognition.

Some take-away ideas from our presentation…



https://supervision.ukcge.ac.uk/your-application/how-to-applyHOW TO APPLY:

1. Accessibility

https://supervision.ukcge.ac.uk/your-application/how-to-apply


UK Council for 
Graduate Education

UKCGE FULL UKCGE ASSOCIATE
UKCGE ASSOCIATE 

OBSERVATION
UKCGE Reference(s)
ASSOCIATE and FULL

What the forms look like…
Getting your reflections in order…

A format to reflect and make new sense of your 
supervision practices…



UKCGE GSPF transformed - domains for Associate and Full Recognition FULL ASSOCIATE

1. Recruitment and selection ✓ ×

2. Supervisory relationships with candidates (core) ✓ ✓

3. Supervisory relationships with co-supervisors (core) ✓ ✓

4. Supporting candidates’ research projects ✓ Elective

5. Encouraging candidates to write and giving appropriate feedback ✓ Elective

6. Keeping the research on track and monitoring progress ✓ ×

7. Supporting candidates’ personal, professional and career development ✓ Elective

8. Supporting candidates through completion and final examination ✓ ×

9. Supporting candidates to disseminate their research ✓ Elective

10. Reflecting upon and enhancing practice (core) ✓ ✓

A. Supervision observation report × ✓

B. Reference from a former doctoral candidate ✓ ×

C. Reference from a colleague ✓ ✓
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2. Supporting Colleagues



I ran this sequence of 4 workshops for two years, for 25 colleagues 

at UCLan – and no-one wrote anything!!!!

The magic of meeting people was curiously productive…
- sharing with colleagues further afield (or just down the road in this instance)

… until



2. Supervisory relationships with candidates (core)
3. Supervisory relationships with co-supervisors (core)

10. Reflecting upon and enhancing practice (core)

Q: UKCGE - How core is ‘core’? 
Ans: very ... especially when doctoral supervisors become the new learners 

The ‘core’ domains have caused us to think … 
 What is supervision really about? … Is it ‘just’ good teaching at a higher level with more independent learners?

 What does the word ‘supervision’ actually mean? … is it to oversee or look down upon from above? Is it to have 

super-vision, perhaps being far sighted or x-ray vision like Superman? What impact might these kinds of ‘vision’ have 

on building a ‘relationship’ - with candidates and colleagues alike? (see Palmer, 2011; 2021, Palmer and Gillaspy 2022)

 How do we improve our ‘vision’? … How do we appreciate that there is more to see? (There’s none so blind as those 

who won’t see!)

 Have we lost sight of (the magic of) ‘supervision’ in the dazzling glare of Research? Where has Scholarship gone?



Earnest Boyer (1990) The Four Scholarships 
1. The Scholarship of Discovery,
2. The Scholarship of Integration,
3. The Scholarship of Application,
4. Through the Scholarship of Teaching

Boyer (1990:24) concludes: 
What we urgently need today is a more inclusive view of what it means to be a Scholar – a recognition that 
that knowledge is acquired through research, through synthesis, through practice, and through teaching.

“I had an admissions interview with a 
brain surgeon a few weeks ago”

“He asked me if I would supervise his PhD”.

What is the relationship between Scholarship and Research?

Learning through ‘research’ is 
the key notion – ‘supervisors’ 

facilitate this learning.

The ‘magic’ of supervision = Scholarship… is enabling others to learn through research



3. Core values and challenges/barriers to writing 

Is the scholarly work of 
colleagues to support 

Doctoral/PGR supervision 
becoming invisible at some 

institutions?

“SHINING A LIGHT ON AN UNDERVALUED AREA OF 
ACADEMIC PRACTICE” 

UKCGE: What is Appropriate Evidence of Practice? (2019)

We created this follow-up 
event to encourage colleagues 
to write for UKCGE Recognition
- But we took the opportunity to 

ask some questions…

Making the invisible

visible



QUESTIONS:
Barriers to Writing for UKCGE Associate Recognition?
Discussion Points (cons?)
 (lack of) Support to do something new?
 (lack of) Confidence?
 (lack of) Experience?
 How will I be judged?
 Self-belief?
 Imposter Syndrome? 
 Becoming: Am I really a PGR/Doctoral supervisor?
 What’s in it for me?
 If it’s so good, why doesn’t everyone else around me (with 

far more experience) have it?
 Gamble? Is the investment (time/energy/revealing to 

committee) going to be ‘worth’ the return?
 My PGR work is a side-issue to my main duties?
 Low priority?

QUESTIONS:
Pro’s for Writing for UKCGE recognition
 Professional Recognition (across boundaries),
 Access to wider resources in PGR supervision,
 Access to a wider network of colleagues involved in 

PGR supervision
 Professional / personal affirmation, 
 Belonging: A professional ‘home’ PGR/Doctoral 

level teaching
 International Conference network,
 Web-based activities – resources, blogs, webinars,
 It’s CHEAP!

Clive’s questions to colleagues writing for UKCGE Recognition pathways
Chronic under-confidence and sense of vulnerability (in writing) from university staff
But…
Quite the opposite from external colleagues (often beyond HE) who are doctoral supervisors 

Blockages for Academics: Aydin, Reisoğlu, Goktas (2022) Main barriers and possible 
enablers of academicians while publishing.
Wills (2000) Strategies for Managing Barriers to the Writing Process.
Blockages for authors/novels: Writing barriers? For authors: (by Bryan Collins) 
https://writetodone.com/barriers-to-writing/
‘How to Overcome Writer’s Block: 14 Tricks That Work’ (by Jeff Goins)
https://goinswriter.com/how-to-overcome-writers-block-2/

https://writetodone.com/barriers-to-writing/
https://goinswriter.com/how-to-overcome-writers-block-2/


 Lack of Knowledge - Background Knowledge
 Lack of self-confidence
 Lack of knowledge about academic writing
 Difficulty in conducting studies conforming to the standards of the journals
 Not knowing how to proceed
 Not being able to decide whether one has done enough research
 Not having a command of English
 Lack of time and time management
 Busy educational and administrative activities
 Not having the opportunity for academic writing
 Needing long periods of time for writing
 Emotional and Psychological state
 Fear and anxiety
 Depression
 Fear that others will use one’s idea
 Lack of emotional support
 Previous negative experiences
 Being tired of sitting all the time
 Not being in the right mode for writing

 Low motivation
 Perfectionism
 Perfect first sentence syndrome
 Thinking that one’s ideas are controversial
 Thinking that the idea of the study is not good
 Thinking that the study will not appeal to large audiences
 Thinking that one will be ready to write after reading more
 Thinking that one’s progress is too slow
 Fear of failure
 Fear of rejection
 Previous rejection letters
 Fear of criticism
 Procrastination
 Cyber-loafing
 Dealing with household family
 Inability to start writing without completing other jobs/tasks
 Working on multiple studies
 Competitive Environment
 Fear of being compared to others

Main barriers and possible enablers of academicians while publishing
Abdulkerim Aydin, Süleyman Eren Yürük, İlknur Reisoğlu, and Yuksel Goktas. Scientometrics (2023) 128:623–650 https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-022-04528-

What are we actually dealing with (barriers/challenges) to encourage 
colleagues to write for UKCGE Recognition?

https://doi.org/10.1007/s11192-022-04528-


Managing relationships and expectations is a good scholarly tactic for the candidate and the supervisor

Palmer, C. and Sprake, A. (2023) Investigating the expectations of 
students and research supervisors concerning their roles and duties 
in the learning process. [UCLan ongoing live research, June 2023]

Managing Expectations: An open invitation to contribute to our research:
why?
 Because ‘learning through research’ is a two-way relationship that is 

constantly changing with new people and new situations.
 For an excellent ‘student experience’ … (whatever that is? i.e. not a 

bad one? – we might get a view of ‘good’ from this research)
and
 For an excellent ‘teaching experience’ facilitated by the supervisor.
 Because we believe the expectations of learners and supervisors, post-

pandemic, are changing the dynamics of learning relationships now.

Based on the Brown and Atkins (1988) 
Role Perception Scale

Please contact us if you would like to share aspects of your Doctoral Education offering  



*That reaching out to collaborate has been more productive than reaching within…
*That:
Q: Supervisory relationships with candidates (are core for sure)
Q: Supervisory relationships with co-supervisors (are core for sure)
Q: Reflecting upon and enhancing practice (is core for sure)

Ans: Show attention and care to learner vulnerability, be open-
minded to the ‘same done differently’ by others;

Ans: Manage expectations in learning relationships;

Ans: Share expertise (and vulnerabilities) and move forwards with 
a sense of good practice in your -

“scholarship for learning through research”.

* Practice - informed by the UKCGE frameworks and professional recognition pathways:

Concluding remarks
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